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Abstract. This work presents the performance comparison of two con-
ceptually different approaches for a mixed model non-permutation flow-
shop production line. The demand is a semi-dynamic demand with a
fixed job sequence for the first station. Resequencing is permitted where
stations have access to intermediate or centralized resequencing buffers.
The access to the buffers is restricted by the number of available buffer
places and the physical size of the products. An exact approach, using
Constraint Logic Programming (CLP), and a heuristic approach, a Ge-
netic Algorithm (GA), were applied.
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1 Introduction

Mixed model production lines consider more than one model being processed on
the same production line in an arbitrary sequence. Nevertheless, the majority
of publications are limited to solutions which determine the job sequence before
the jobs enter the line and maintain it without interchanging jobs until the end
of the production line, known as permutation flowshop. In the case of more
than three stations and with the objective function to minimize the makespan,
a unique permutation for all stations is no longer optimal. In [1] and [2] studies
of the benefits of using non-permutation flowshops are presented.

Various designs of production lines, which permit resequencing of jobs, exist
[3], [4], [5] and [6]. Resequencing of jobs on the line is even more relevant with
the existence of an additional cost or time, occurring when at a station the
succeeding job is of another model, known as setup-cost and setup-time [7].
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The case of infinite buffers is basically a theoretical case in which no limitation
exists with respect to the number of jobs that may be buffered between two
stations. Surveys on heuristics treating the case of infinite buffers are presented
in [8] and [9]. Approaches which consider a limited number of buffer places for
the flowshop problem are studied in [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] and [16]. In [17]
and [18] limited resequencing possibilities are considered for jobshop problems.

The introduction of resequencing possibilities generally leads to additional
costs, caused by additional equipment to be mounted, like buffers, but also ex-
tra efforts in terms of logistics complexity may arise. In the case in which there
exist jobs with large and small physical size, the investment for additional rese-
quencing equipment can be reduced by, e.g., only giving small jobs the possibility
to resequence. Consequently, only small resequencing buffer places are installed.
Following this concept, in a chemical production line where the demand of cus-
tomers is different, only resequencing tanks that permit to resequence the request
of a small customer order are used.

In what follows, the problem is formulated in more detail, and the exact
and the heuristic approaches are explained. Thereafter promising results are
presented for medium and large sized problems, which demonstrate the relevance
of the proposed concept, followed by the conclusions.

2 Problem definition

This paper considers a mixed model non-permutation flowshop with the possi-
bility of resequencing jobs between consecutive stations. The jobs (J1, J2, ..., Jj ,

..., Jn) pass consecutively through the stations (I1, I2, ..., Ii, ..., Im) and after
determined stations, off-line buffers Bi permit to resequence jobs. The buffer
provides various buffer places (Bi,1, Bi,2, ...) and each buffer place is restricted
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Fig. 1: Scheme of the considered flowshop. The jobs Jj pass consecutively through the
stations Ii. The buffer Bi permits to temporally store a job with the objective
of reinserting it at a later position in the sequence. a) Job J2 can pass through
any of the two buffer places Bi,1 or Bi,2 of buffer Bi. b) Job J3 can pass only
through buffer place Bi,2, due to its physical size.



by the physical size of the jobs to be stored. As can be seen in figure 1a, job J2

can be stored in buffer place Bi,1 as well as in Bi,2. Whereas, the next job J3

can be stored only in buffer place Bi,2, because of the physical size of the job
exceeding the physical size of buffer place Bi,1, see figure 1b.

The buffers are located off-line, in a first step accessible from a single sta-
tion (intermediate case). Then, for an additional benefit, a single resequencing
buffer is used, accessible from various stations (centralized case). The objective
function is the weighted sum of the makespan and the setup-cost, where there
is no weight associated with the setup-time though this is indirectly included
in the calculation of the makespan. An exact approach, using Constraint Logic
Programming (CLP) and a heuristic approach, using a Genetic Algorithm (GA),
were applied to the problem under study.

3 Approaches

3.1 Exact approach: CLP

The concept of CLP can be described as a powerful extension of conventional
logic programming [19]. It involves the incorporation of constraint languages and
constraint solving methods into logic programming languages [20].

The formulation used here is explained in more detail in [21] and was im-
plemented in OPL Studio version 3.7. Apart from job and station precedences,
the CLP formulation determines the jobs which are to be taken off the line for
the purpose of resequencing, given that a free buffer place is available and that
the physical size of the job does not exceed the physical size of the buffer place.
The formulation also includes computational enhancements like imposing the
start time of jobs and the reduction of the size of the variables and considers the
intermediate as well as the centralized location of the resequencing buffers and
includes

3.2 Heuristic approach: GA

The concept of Genetic Algorithms (GA) can be understood as the application
of the principles of evolutionary biology, also known as the survival of the fittest
[22], [23]. Genetic algorithms are typically implemented as a computer simulation
in which a population of chromosomes, each of which represents a solution of
the optimization problem, evolves toward better solutions. The evolution starts
from an initial population which may be determined randomly. In each gener-
ation, the fitness of the whole population is evaluated and multiple individuals
are stochastically selected from the current population, based on their fitness
and modified to form a new population. The alterations are biologically-derived
techniques, commonly achieved by inheritance, mutation and crossover. Multiple
Genetic Algorithms were designed for mixed model assembly lines such as [24],
[25], [26] and [27].



The heuristic used here is a variation of the GA explained in [28]. The genes
represent the jobs which are to be sequenced. The chromosomes υ, determined
by a series of genes, represent a sequence of jobs. A generation is formed by R

chromosomes and the total number of generations is G. In the permutation case,
the size of a chromosome is determined by the number of jobs, the fraction Π. In
the non-permutation case, the chromosomes are L + 1 times larger, resulting in
the fractions Π

′

1, ...,Π
′

L+1, being L the number of resequencing possibilities. In
both cases, special attention is required when forming the chromosomes, because
of the fact that for each part of the production line every job has to be sequenced
exactly one time.

The relevant information for each chromosome is its fitness value (objective
function), the number of job changes and the indicator specifying if the chromo-
some represents a feasible solution. A chromosome is marked infeasible and is
imposed with a penalty. This situation arises if a job has to be taken off the line
and no free resequencing buffer place is available or the physical size of the job
exceeds the size limitation of the available resequencing buffer places. When two
solutions result in the same fitness, the one with fewer job changes is preferred.
In [29] the detailed formulation can be found.

4 Performance Study

The performance study considers a medium sized problem with 10 stations and
up to 10 jobs. This is applied to the exact (CLP) as well as to the heuristic
approach (GA). The second instance uses a large problem with 5 stations and
up to 100 jobs where the heuristic approach (GA) is applied only.

4.1 Instance-1: Medium sized problem (CLP versus GA)

A flowshop which consists of 10 stations is considered. After station 3, 5 and 8
a single intermediate buffer place is located. The range of the production time
is [1...100], for the setup cost [2...8] and for the setup time [1...5]. The number of
jobs is varied in the range of 4 to 10 and the objective function is the weighted
sum of the makespan (factor 1.0) and the setup cost (factor 0.3), where the setup
time is not concerned with a weight but is indirectly included in the calculation
of the makespan.

Three differently sized buffer places (large, medium, small) are available and
the ratio of jobs is 3

10
, 3

10
and 4

10
for large, medium and small, respectively.

The allocation of the buffer places to the buffers considers five scenarios for the
intermediate case (”I111”, ”I231”, ”I132”, ”I222”, ”I333”) and three scenarios
for the centralized case (”C1”, ”C2”, ”C3”). ”I132” represents 1 small, 1 large
and 1 medium buffer place, located as intermediate resequencing buffer places
after stations 3, 5 and 8, respectively. ”C2” represents 1 medium buffer place,
located as a centralized buffer place, accessible from stations 3, 5 and 8. ”I333”
and ”C3” are the two cases which provide the largest flexibility in terms of
physical size restrictions.



Jobs Perm I111 I231 I132 I222 I333 C1 C2 C3

4 483,1 480,9 480,7 480,7 480,9 480,7 480,9 480,7 480,7

5 552,0 490,7 490,7 490,7 490,7 490,7 490,7 490,7 490,7

6 647,5 627,0 620,1 620,1 620,1 620,1 628,5 622,2 622,2

7 636,5 627,7 627,7 625,0 625,0 609,5 628,0 627,7 616,1

8 673,6 646,6 646,6 644,8 644,8 644,8 646,6 644,8 632,3

9 744,3 719,4 719,4 716,1 716,1 716,1 719,4 716,1 712,1

10 813,7 786,5 763,2 762,5 785,9 791,2 786,5 786,5 764,0

Table 1: Semi-dynamic demand using the exact approach (CLP).

The results of the CLP are shown in table 1. In all cases, when offline re-
sequencing buffers are considered, the results are improved compared to the
permutation sequence. In the studied flowshop, an average of 4.3% is achieved
for the CLP, whereas, in the case of the GA, see table 2, the average is 3.7%.

Jobs Perm I111 I231 I132 I222 I333 C1 C2 C3

4 483,1 480,9 480,7 480,7 480,7 480,7 480,9 480,7 480,7

5 552,0 490,7 490,7 490,7 490,7 490,7 490,7 490,7 490,7

6 647,5 627,0 620,1 620,1 620,1 620,1 628,5 622,7 622,2

7 636,5 627,7 628,8 626,1 625,0 609,5 629,1 628,5 616,3

8 673,6 669,2 651,3 646,0 647,2 638,2 672,4 653,4 637,0

9 744,3 736,5 724,2 728,6 721,8 709,4 736,5 729,5 714,7

10 813,7 808,3 788,0 781,7 805,1 757,5 809,2 805,9 772,2

Table 2: Semi-dynamic demand using the heuristic approach (GA).

In the case of the exact approach, as well as in the GA, the semi-dynamic
demand with a fixed job sequence for the first station, leads to a considerable
improvement. In table 3 the improvement of the CLP with respect to the GA is
shown. For up to 5 jobs, both methods achieve the same solutions. When 6 or
more jobs are to be sequenced, in general, the CLP outperforms the GA when
smaller buffer places are used.

Jobs Perm I111 I231 I132 I222 I333 C1 C2 C3

4 483,1 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%

5 552,0 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%

6 647,5 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,1% 0,0%

7 636,5 0,0% 0,2% 0,2% 0,0% 0,0% 0,2% 0,1% 0,0%

8 673,6 3,4% 0,7% 0,2% 0,4% -1,0% 3,8% 1,3% 0,7%

9 744,3 2,3% 0,7% 1,7% 0,8% -0,9% 2,3% 1,8% 0,4%

10 813,7 2,7% 3,1% 2,5% 2,4% -4,5% 2,8% 2,4% 1,1%

Table 3: Comparison of the GA and the Constrained Logic Programming for semi-
dynamic demand. The values show the improvement of the CLP with respect
to the GA.

The execution time in the vast majority of the cases was inferior to 600
seconds for the case of the CLP. The execution time of the GA, limited to 1000
iterations, required up to 55 seconds; increasing the number of iterations did not
result in a major improvement. In general, the solutions of the CLP show better
results in the more restricted problem. Nevertheless, the GA has to process
a large number of infeasible solutions when the resequencing possibilities are
heavily restricted. The GA consequently performs better in the less restricted
the problem. This behavior was also observed when the demand is not a semi-
dynamic demand, considering that the jobs can be resequenced before they enter
the production line.



4.2 Instance-2: Large problem (GA)

A flowshop which consists of 5 stations is considered. The range of the production
time is [0...20] such that for some jobs zero-processing time at some stations
exists, for the setup cost [2...8] and for the setup time [1...5]. The objective
function is the weighted sum of the makespan (factor of 1.0) and the setup cost
(factor of 0.3). The setup time has no weight associated with but is indirectly
included in the calculation of the makespan. For the intermediate case, three
scenarios are considered: in I22, both buffers are provided with two buffer places
each; in I20, only station 2 has access to a resequencing buffer with two places;
and in I02, only station 3 has access to a resequencing buffer with two places. For
the centralized case, station 2 and station 3 have access to a centralized buffer
with two places (C2), three places (C3) and four places (C4).
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Fig. 2: Semi-dynamic demand without sequencing before the first station: a) In I22,
both buffers are provided with two buffer places each; in I20, only station 2
has access to a resequencing buffer with two places; and in I02, only station 3
has access to a resequencing buffer with two places. b) Station 2 and station 3
have access to a centralized buffer with two buffer places (C2), three buffer
places (C3) and four buffer places (C4)

Figure 2 shows the amounts of improvement which are achieved by the GA,
when resequencing of a randomly generated sequence within the production line
(semi-dynamic case) is permitted, compared to the case without resequencing. In
the intermediate case, see figure 2a, the use of the two resequencing possibilities
(I22) achieves best results up to 30 jobs, then, the case of one resequencing
possibility at station 2 (I20) outperforms in nearly all cases until 100 jobs. Even
though I22 provides more flexibility in terms of resequencing, the GA performs
better for instances with fewer resequencing possibilities when more than 30 jobs
are to be sequenced. This comes from the fact that the length of the chromosomes
is dependent on the number of resequencing possibilities (L).

In the centralized case, see figure 2b, the variable parameter is the number of
buffer places. The use of two buffer places (C2) in all of the considered cases is
inferior compared to the case of three and four buffer places (C3, C4). Until 30
jobs, the cases C3 and C4 achive nearly equivalent results which means that the
fourth buffer place is not required. Then, for 40 jobs and more, the fourth buffer
place shows a considerable impact on the possible improvements, compared to
the case without resequencing.



5 Conclusions

This paper has presented the performance comparison of two conceptually dif-
ferent approaches for a mixed model non-permutation flowshop production line.
The demand is a semi-dynamic demand with a fixed job sequence for the first
station and resequencing is permitted where stations have access to intermedi-
ate or centralized resequencing buffers. Furthermore, the access to the buffers is
restricted by the number of available buffer places and the physical size of the
products.

The accomplished performance study demonstrated the effectiveness of rese-
quencing jobs within the line. The exact approach, using Constraint Logic Pro-
gramming (CLP), outperforms the Genetic Algorithm (GA), when the physical
size of the resequencing buffer places is limited. Due to the limited applicability
of the exact approach, the performance study for larger problems of up to 100
jobs was performed using the GA. The chromosome size is dependent on the
number of resequencing possibilities and therefore the performance of the GA
for more than 30 jobs shows better results when fewer resequencing possibilities
are present.

The results revealed the benefits that come with a centralized buffer location,
compared to the intermediate buffer location. It either improves the solution or
leads to the use of fewer resequencing buffer places. An increased number of
large buffer places clearly improves the objective function and including buffers,
constrained by the physical size of jobs to be stored, on one side limits the
solutions but on the other side minimizes the necessary buffer area.

In order to take full advantage of the possibilities of resequencing jobs in a
mixed model flowshop, additional installations may be necessary to mount, like
buffers, but also extra efforts in terms of logistics complexity may arise. The
additional effort is reasonable if it pays off the necessary investment.
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